With a good-resolution mountain profile, we simulated the underground muon flux at the Daya Bay site. We modified the standard Gaisser's formula to describe the muon flux at the sea-level. At large zenith angle or small muon energies, which may be important in the Daya Bay case, the modified formula describe the experimental data much better than the standard one. MUSIC code was used to transport muon through the mountain rock. The muon flux, mean energy, energy distribution and angular distribution are presented for the Daya Bay and Ling Ao near sites, the mid site, and the far site, respectively.
Digitization of the contour map
A 1:5000 contour map of the Daya Bay area was digitized with a freeware WinDIG. The total digitized area is 3 kilometers from west to east and 4 kilometers from south to north. The total sampling points is 0.15 million. The digitization work costs about 1 month·person. To save labor, the area far away from the proposed detector sites is sampled with lower density of points. Fig. 1 shows the 3-dimensional profile of the mountain consisting of the sampling points of the digitized map. 
Muon flux at sea level
The muon flux at sea level usually can be described by the standard Gaisser's formula [1] : 
where θ is the polar angle of the muon, E µ is the muon energy. Muon decay and the curvature of the earth are ignored in deducing the above formula. Ignoring the curvature of the earth, the formula is only valid for θ > 70
• . Ignoring muon decay, the formula can not describe the experimental data well at low energies. While the standard Gaisser's formula performs very well for many deep underground experiments, it may not fit to the Daya Bay experiment. The overburden at the Daya Bay near sites, ∼ 100 m, is relatively shallow. The low energy muons might be important. Especially, since the mountain at the Daya Bay near sites is sharp, the muons at large polar angle are important. Their path lengthes to the underground halls are not long enough to reduce them to ignorable level, comparing to the vertical muons. We modified the standard Gaisser's formula to describe the low energy and large polar angle muon flux as
where the term in the bracket is the same as the standard formula, except that the polar angle θ is substituted by the zenith angle θ * , cos θ * = (cos θ) 2 
as defined in [2] . The parameters are determined to be P 1 = 0.102573, P 2 = −0.068287, P 3 = 0.958633, P 4 = 0.0407253, and P 5 = 0.817285, by using CORSIKA to simulate the muon production in atmosphere. When taking the curvature of the earth into account, the difference between the muon polar angle on the ground and the zenith angle at muon production will qualitatively explain this modification [3, 4] . Fig. 2 shows the relation between these two angles. An additional term is added in the parenthesis in Eq. 2 to correct the bias of the standard formula at low energies. At high energies this term is negligible. The parameters in this term, 3.64 in the numerator and 1.29 in the power of cos θ * , are obtained by fitting the world muon experimental data. The fitting is shown in Fig. 3 . . R is the radius of the earth [3, 4] . [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] .
Random number generator
The muon flux at sea level decreases rapidly at high energies. To sampling muons in a large range of energy with enough precision, we use discrete approaching method to generate random numbers, according to the modified Gaisser's formula. The algorithm is:
1. Divide the energy range and the angle range into equal bins; 2. Calculate the integral of each bin according to the formula; 3. Generate an one-dimensional cumulative probability distribution series and normalize it;
4. Generate an uniform random number in (0, 1), find the corresponding bin in the above series to pick up the (E,θ) bin;
5. Assume the E and θ are uniformly distributed in the bin, use another two random numbers to get the energy and angle of the muon.
Using double-precision variables to calculate the integral of each bin, this algorithm can fast generate random numbers with high precision. We tested it using the the standard Gaisser's formula. Fig. 4 shows the consistency between the distribution of the generated random numbers and the formula. 
The muon path length
There are valleys and ridges in the mountain area. The muon path in some direction could have multiple intersections with the mountain, e.g. see Fig. 5 . To get the correct muon path length in rock, we developed an interpolation method. For each underground site we are studying, at first we convert the the digitized map data of the mountain in Cartesian coordinates to spherical coordinates, with the origin at the underground site of interest. The 0.15 million data points (R i , θ i , φ i ) describe the surface of the mountain. If R i is a single-value function of (θ i , φ i ), then the muon path length R 0 in a given direction (θ 0 , φ 0 ) can be easily obtained by interpolation from the adjacent (θ i , φ i ) data points. However, as mentioned above, there may be multiple values for R 0 .
We project all map data points in a cone, e.g. in 2 degree, around the muon direction (θ 0 , φ 0 ) to the muon track, weighted by a function of the distance to the muon track. Such a weight function should put a larger weight to the data points closer to the track and ignore the points far away from the track. The weighted average R 0 will be taken as the point of intersection,
Where sums map data points, δθ i is the angle between (θ i , φ i ) and (θ 0 , φ 0 ). ω(δθ i ) is the weight function we choose. R is the arithmetic average of R i of the summed data points and c is a constant. To find all points of intersection of the muon track on the mountain surface, we calculate R 0 with different R i cut, in a step of 10 meters. In each step, only points of R i smaller than the cut value is summed. 
The underground muon flux
Due to continuous ionization loss, only muons of energy higher than a lower limit can reach the underground hall. The lower limit depends on the shortest path of the muons from the mountain surface to the underground hall. To save CPU time, we applied this cut when sampling the muons on the surface. The lower limit can be determined by
where X is the shortest path length of the muons, ξ ≈ 2.5×10 , and ≈ 500 GeV [11] . This cut is checked during simulation to ensure that no extra muons are lost.
In the following simulation, we also applied a cut on the muon zenith angle to θ < 75
For the zenith angle greater than 75
• , it is much more complex to parameterize the muon spectrum due to the geomagnetic field effect [12] . The standard Gaisser's formula can not be applied for θ > 70
• . The modified Gaisser's formula, although greatly improved for large zenith angle, is not verified for θ > 75
• , either. Suppose we can simply extrapolate the modified Gaisser's formula to the full zenith angle range, we found about 5% more in muon flux and about 5% higher in muon mean energy, comparing with the result applying the θ < 75
If we use the standard Gaisser's formula instead of the modified one, we found about 15% more in muon flux and about 7% lower in muon mean energy at the Daya Bay near site.
For the possible detector sites, we use the MUSIC simulation package [13] to transport muons from the mountain surface to the detector hall. Although we use meter-waterequivalent (m.w.e.) for the rock overburden, the muon cross section is slightly different in the rock and water. We use the cross section data for the rock. The rock density is taken to be 2.6 g/cm 3 , according to several measurements of the Daya Bay rock. The underground laboratories are at sea level, assuming the tunnel from the entrance to the Daya Bay near site has a slope of 8%. Thus the altitude of the mountain above the detector is the overburden.
The simulation are carried out at various underground locations throughout the Daya Bay area, in a step of 50 meters. Fig. 8, 9 , 10, and 11 show the results of the simulation. In those plots, there are three numbers shown for each location. They are altitude in meter, muon flux in Hz/m 2 , and mean energy in GeV, respectively. The background picture in the plots is the contour map of the relevant area. Stars in the plots stand for the location of the reactor cores. The red line is the perpendicular bisector of the corresponding group of reactor cores. These simulations are input to the site optimization using a χ 2 analysis of sin 2 2θ 13 sensitivity. For a supposed detector site in the optimization, the muon flux and mean energy are interpolated from the simulated locations. sites. We have applied a cut at θ < 75
• when sampling muons on the mountain surface, which can be seen from the plot. Due to interactions with the rock, muons can slightly change its direction when arriving the underground laboratory. Thus there are a small portion of muons has θ > 75 Fig. 13 . The distribution is similar for all four sites. The azimuthal angle distribution is shown in Fig. 14 . Because the ridge lines are quite different at four sites, the azimuthal angle distributions differ from each other. For the optimal detector sites, the simulation results are shown in Table 1 . The simulation has assumed that the size of the detector hall can be ignored and the detector locates at the sea level. The rock density is taken to be 2.6 g/cm Each sample contains 100,000 muons, one event per row. In each row, there are six parameters, the (E, θ, φ) for the muon at the underground laboratory and the (E 0 , θ 0 , φ 0 ) for the same muon on the mountain surface, where E is muon energy in GeV, θ and φ are muon polar angle and azimuthal angle in degree. There are a six-line header in the files. The 1st and 4-th lines are not significant. The 2nd and 3rd lines are muon sampling binning. The 5-th and 6-th lines are muon rate and mean energy.
Summary
This note describes the method we used to simulate the underground muons in the Daya Bay area. With the detailed mountain profile, we obtained muon flux and the mean energy at various underground locations, which are used as input to the site optimization and sensitivity calculation. At the optimal detector sites, we gave the muon flux as well as the energy and angular distributions.
